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I. INTRODUCTION 

Electron-positron annihilation has proved to be a very fruitful source of 

exciting new physics. The increase in the total cross section for hadron produc- 

tion was the first hint that a new quantum number - charm - existed.l) The $ and 

Q' and their associated states were discovered. 2, A heavy lepton 't was found. 3) 

And finally charmed mesons themselves were isolated and found to be produced 

copiouzly in pairs at the $I**.~,~) 

The reason that e+e- collisions are so useful is that the electron and posi- 

tron predominantly annihilate to form a single virtual photon which subsequently 

produces a particle-antiparticle pair (e.g., ~+r-) or a quark-antiquark pair 

which converts into hadrons. These general theoretical ideas have so far been 

substantiated by experimental data. One of the predictions of quark-parton 

constituent models is that at sufficiently high energy multihadronic events 

produced by e'e- annihilation should form two back-to-back jets due to the limit- 

ing of transverse momentum relative to the original quark direction. 6, Evidence 

for such jet structure is seen in e'e- annihilation data for center-of-mass 

energies (Ec m ) of 4.8 GeV and greater.7) If it is true that the jet structure . . 
is due to quark jets, then it is of interest to study the inclusive distributions 

of hadrons relative to the jet direction in order to obtain information about the 

fragmentation of quarks into hadrons. In this talk I will present hadron inclu- 

sive distributions in Feynman x, rapidity, and transverse momentum relative to 

the jet direction in multihadronic events from et-e- annihilation in the Ec m . . 
range from 3.0 to 7.8 GeV. 

II. DETECTOR AND EVENT SELECTION -~ 
The data for this analysis were taken by the SLAC/LBL magnetic detector. 

collaboration8) at SPEAR. The SPEAR Mark I magnetic detector is shown schematic- 

ally in Fig. 1. The detector consisted of a 3-meter long, 3-meter diameter 

solenoid magnet with a 4 kG magnetic field parallel to the beam direction and 

wire spark chambers and scintillation counters for triggering and measuring 

events. The detector axis was centered on the beam direction at one of two 

interaction regions at SPEAR. Particles entering the detector from the inter- 

action region could pass through, in order: a 150 urn steel vacuum chamber, inner 

cylindrical scintillation counters used in the trigger to reduce background 

from cosmic rays, inner multiwire proportional chambers, a system of 4 sets of 

cylindrical wire spark chambers, an array of trigger time-of-flight scintillation 

counters, the magnet coil, an array of lead-scintillator shower counters, the 

iron return yoke of the magnet, and finally wire spark chambers used for muon- 

hadron separation. The detector extended over 65% of 4~r sr solid angle with full 

acceptance in azimuthal angle and acceptance in polar angle from 50' to 130'. 

The apparatus was triggered by two or more charged particles which produced 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of the SLAC/LBL magnetic detector. 
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I 
signals in the inner scintillation counters and in at least two outer trigger 

counters and their associated shower counters. This trigger requirement could be 

satisfied only by events with two or more charged particles within the detector 

acceptance and having momenta greater than 200 MeV/c and is mainly responsible 

for the uncertainties in efficiency calculations. 

Events from the QED reactions 
--h +- 

ee + e+e- (Bhabha scattering) 

and 
+- +- 

e e ‘Fc I-. (2) 

were recorded simultaneously with the multihadronic events and provided a 

convenient normalization. Of those events originating from the interaction- 

region fiducial volume, those with two oppositely-charged prongs collinear within 

loo were candidates for the QED reactions. Those events in which there were two 

prongs acoplanar with the incident beam direction by at least 20' and in which 

both prongs had momenta greater than 300 MeV/c and those with three or more 

prongs were classified as hadronic. Additional cuts were applied to remove non- 

collinear .two-prong and multiprong events originating from QED processes. 

III. TOTAL CROSS SECTION AND INCLUSIVE MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTIONS -- 
The total hadronic cross section was calculated from the total number of 

multihadronic events detected at each energy Ec m from 2.6 to 7.8 GeV, corrected . . 
for losses due to geometric acceptance, triggering efficiency, cuts, and contami- 

nation from other sources. The cross section was normalized to the integrated 

luminosity obtained from Bhabha scattering events observed in the magnetic 

detector. Losses due to geometric acceptance, triggering efficiency, and data 

analysis cuts were estimated using a Monte Carlo simulation, described in more 

detail in Section IV, in which hadronic events were produced according to a jet 

model. The Monte Carlo calculation resulted in a matrix of efficiencies for 

detecting a particular number of charged particles for each charged particle 

multiplicity in the produced state. Radiative corrections were applied separa- 

tely for each produced multiplicity. At each energy a produced multiplicity 

distribution was obtained as the maximum-likelihood solution to an overdeter- 

mined set of linear equations. The average detection efficiency, given by the 

number of detected events divided by the number of produced events, increased 

monotonically from about 33% at the lowest energy to about 65% at the highest 

energy. The data were corrected for background from beam-gas scattering (~8% for 

E c m less than 5 GeV and ~5% for Ec m above 5 GeV) and from two-photon 
. . * . . 

processes (~2%) and for losses due to vertex reconstruction outside the interac- 

tion-region fiducial volume (5%). 

The ratio R of the total hadronic cross section to the theoretical total 

cross section for production of muon pairs is presented in Fig. 2. Iieavy ltpton 
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production, which 

contributes primari- 

ly.to the two-prong 

cross section, has 

not beensubtracted. 

The erxors shown 

are statistical 

only. The overall 

normalization un-- 

certainty is 510% 

andafurthersmooth 

variation as large 

as 10% from the 

lowest energy to 

the highest energy 

could arise from 

systematic errorsin 

the estimationofthe 
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Fig. 2. R VS. Ec.m. (heavy lepton production 
not subtracted). 

detection efficiency. The JI and $' 

peaksarenotshownandthebinningofthe 

databetween3.9and4.5GeVisnotoptimized 

to showthe structureinthis region. R is 

approximately constantatabout 2.6forE c.m. 
less than 3.5 GeV. Above4.8GeVRis again 

approximatelyconstantatavalueof about 

5.3. Althoughthedatahavebeenreanalyzed 

usingmoresophistidatedtechniques and 

more datahavebeentaken, theresults forR 

arevery similartothosepresentedatthe 

1975LeptonandPhotonSymposium.g Theval- 

ues forRpresentedhereareingoodagree- 

mentwiththosepresentedbytheDASP col- 

laborationatDORIS,exceptforthe detailed 

structureinthe4GeVregion, for the energy 

rangebetween3.6 and 5.2GeV whichtheyhave 
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Fig. 3. Mean charged particle multi- 
plicity <rich> vs. E,.,. (heavy lepton 
production not subtracted). 

measured.lO) TheRvalues from thePluto collaborationare somewhatlowerbutareproba- 

bly consistent within the systematic errors of the two experiments.ll) The mean 

charged particle multiplicity <nch>, obtained as part of the procedure for deter- 

mining the total cross section, plotted versus the logarithm of EC m is presen- . . 
ted in Fig. 3. <nch > rises from about 3.5 at the lowest energies to about 5 at 
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the highest energies. 'Heavy lepton production has not been subtracted. 

Single particle inclusive momentum distributions have been measured at E 
C.Ul. 

values of 3.0 and 4.8 GeV and in three energy ranges from 5.6 to 7.8 GeV. The 

momentum distributions are presented in terms of the "experimental" scaling vari- 

able x, where -, 
- x = 2p/Ec.m., (3) 

and p is the particle momentum. The momentum is used instead of the energy 

because IT'S, K's, and p's can be separated unambiguously by our time-of-flight 

system only for momenta,less than 1.1 GeV/c. Only multihadronic events with 

three or more detected charged particles were used in this analysis and for. the 

analyses in the remainder of this presentation. The two-prong events were not 

used because they are more subject to background contamination due to beam-gas 

and two-photon interactions. Because the two-prong events were not used, the in- 

clusive distributions presented here contain little contribution from heavy 

lepton production. 

The detected single particle momentum distributions were corrected for trig- 

ger bias, geometric acceptance,., and data analysis cuts using the jet model Monte 

Carlo simulation. The distributions were corrected so as to includemultihadronic 

events with all produced multiplicities, including events with two charged parti- 

cles. In addition, the Monte Carlo efficiencies contain a momentum-dependent 

correction for initial-state radiation so that the distributions are radiatively 

corrected. The effects of this radiative correction are an.overall decrease in 

efficiency because nonradiative events have higher multiplicities than those in 

which there was significant radiation and an additional decrease in efficiency 

for large x because events with significant radiation cannot have particles with 

large x. 

The single particle inclusive x distributions are presented in Fig. 4. The 

quantity plotted is sdofdx (s = EC m 2 > which is expected to scale at very high . . 
energies. The area under each curve is equal to saT<nch> aR<nch> (csT is the 

total hadronic cross section), so the area under the curve must increase as the 

energy increases, even for constant R, since <n ch > increases. We see that most 

of this increase occurs for ~~0.3. sdofdxroughly scales for x>O.3 for the entire - 
energy range. The 3.0 GeV data seem to be systematically.high.for x>O.6; how- - 
ever, systematic errors due to the Monte Carlo corrections at the highest and 

lowest values of x could be as large as 20%. In addition, the detected two- 

prong events, which we do not use but correct for, form the largest fraction of 

the total number of events (25%) at 3.0 GeV. The data for EC m > 4.8 GeV scale . .- 
rather well for x>O.2, although there is a spread of about 20 % from the lowest - 
energy to the highest energies for x between 0.3 and 0.5. More will be said 

about scaling in Section V when inclusive distributions in Feynmanxarediscussed. 
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l 7.0 < E,.,. ~7.8 GeV 
0 6.3 < Ecm. < 7.0 GeV 

x 5.6x E,, c6.3 GeV . . 
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Fig. 4. Single particle inclusive x 
distributions s da/dx vs. x for 
various E c.m. - 

e+ e- 

3014A9 

Fig. 5. Quark-parton 
model pictureofpro- 
ductionofhadrons in 
e+e- annihilation.. 

IV. JET STRUCTURE AND DESCRIPTION OF 
MONTE CARLO sGEATI~N 

- 
-- 
In quark-partonconstituentmodels 

forhadronproductionbye+e-annihilation,. 

thee'ande-annihilatetoformavirtual 

photonwhichsubsequentlyproduces aquark- 

partonpair, eachofwhichdecaysintohad- 

rons,asshowninFig. 5. At sufficiently 

high energy a two-jet structure is ex- 

pected to arise due to-the limited 

transverse momentum of the hadrons with 

respecttotheoriginalpartondirection. 6) 

constituents can, in principle, be de- The spins of the 

termined from the angular distribution of the jets. A 

Our measurements of s da/dx are consis- 

tently higher for all x than are those 

presented by the DASP andPLUTOcollabo- 

rations. 12) The reason for this differ- 

ence is not understood. However, the -. 
areas under our s da/dx curves agree 

with the independently calculated <n ch' 
from the total cross section determina- 

tions. 

-l-- 
review of the jet structure observed in e e annihilation 

will be presented in this section. 

In order to search for jet structure, we find the 

direction which minimizes the sum of squares of trans- 

verse momenta for each event. This direction will be 

referred to as the observed jet axis. To determine how 

jet-like an event is, we calculate a quantity which we 

call the sphericity S: 

'('p:ijmin 
s= i , 

2 Cbi2 
i 

(4) 

where the numerator is the minimum sum of squares of transverse momenta found in 

the determination of the observed jet axis. S approaches 0 for events with 

limited transverse momentum (jet-like events) and approaches 1 for events with 

large multiplicity and isotropic particle distributions. 

Since the magnetic detector covered only part of the total solid angle and 

neutral particles were not detected, we needed to use a Monte Carlo simulation to 
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determine how jet-like and isotropic hadronic events would differ in the detector. 

Events were generated according to either Lorentz-invariant phase space or a jet 

model in which phase space was modified by a matrix element squared of the form 

M2 = e -( ) 
Fp'. /M 11 

, (5) ~- -. 

where T .th li is the momentum perpendicular to the jet axis for the 1 particle. 

The sum is over all produced particles. The jet axis angular distribution was of 

the form 
. do = 1 + a cos20 

dR , 
+ where 6 is the polar angle relative to the e beam. In both models only charged 

and neutral pions were produced, although some checks were performed using 

models which included etas, kaons, and nucleons. The charged-pion and neutral- 

pion multiplicities were given by separate Poisson distributions. The simulation 

included the geometric acceptance, trigger efficiency, momentum resolution 

(op/p = .013p (GeV/c)), conversion probability for photons from no decay, and all 

other known characteristics of the detector. Radiation of the initial e+ and e- 

was included. At each energy EC m the total multiplicity and ratio of charged . . 
pions to neutral pions for both models were obtained by fitting to the observed 

charged particle mean momentum and mean multiplicity. The parameter b in the jet 

model was chosen by fitting to the observed mean p, with respect to the observed 

jet axis. We used a r 1 for the jet axis angular distribution in agreement with 

the measurement which will be described. 

We found evidence for jet structure in the agreement of the observed S dis- 

tributions with the jet model predictions as opposed to the phase-space model 

predictions for EC ,L 4.8 GeV. 7$13) The data peak toward low S in disagreement . . 
with the phase-space model. At 3.0 GeV the data agree with either model; the 

predictions of the two models are the same. In addition, the jet model momentum 

and p, distributions are in much better agreement with the data than are the 

phase-space model distributions.13) 

We were able to measure the jet axis angular distribution directly for a 

subset of the data at E = 7.4 GeV. For this data the e+ and e- beams were 
C.Ill. 

transversely polarized due to synchrotron radiation and absence of depolarizing 

resonances. The beam polarization was useful because it induced-an azimuthal 

asymmetry through the following general angular distribution for production 

through a single virtual photon:!4) 

da - 0: 1 + a cos2f3 + P2a sin28 cos2$ , dR (7) 

where Cp is the azimuthal angle with respect to the plane of the storage ring, P 

is the transverse polarization of each beam, and a is given by 
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a - ‘T-L 
'T+'L 

. 

aT and u L are the transverse and longitudinal production cross sections, 

respectively. Since the detector had a small range of acceptance in cos20 but 

full acceptance in 4, the polarization was necessary to determine a for the jet - -' 

axis. 'P2 was determined from the QED reaction (2). After correction for incor- 

rect jet axis determination using the Monte Carlo simulation, we measured 

a = 0.97t0.14 for the produced jet axis angular distribution. 7,131 In terms of 

uL and u T this value of.a corresponds to uL/uT-= 0.02+0.07. The jet axis angular 

distribution is consistent with that for a pair of spin-l/2 particles. With a= 1 

the jet model correctly predicts the inclusive hadron cos20 dependence as a 

function of hadron momentum. 7,13) 

The jet model Monte Carlo simulation has been found to give a good, although 

not perfect, representation of the multihadronic data. It reproduces the 

sphericity distributions for whole events and the single particle inclusive 

momentum and angular distributions. Its most important use beyond the observa- 

tion of jet structure itself 2s in the calculation of various efficiency 

corrections for the measurements of the total cross section and single particle 

I inclusive distributions. 

V. INCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTIONS IN VARIABLES RELATIVE TO THE JET DIRECTION ____- --- 
The limiting of transverse moment& relative to an axis for e+e- hadron 

%- production is evidence for jet structure. If this jet structure is due to quark- 

parton jets, inclusive distributions in variables relative to the quark direction, 

which is expected to be the jet direction, may give us information about the 

' fragmentation of quarks into hadrons. The inclusive hadronic cross section might 

be expected to be factorizable into a function of momentum parallel to the jet 

axis and a function of momentum perpendicular to that axis. In addition, these 

inclusive distributions can be compared with similar distributions from other 

processes, such as leptoproduction and hadron-hadron interactions. 

In order to investigate such questions we have measured inclusive distribu- 

tions in Feynman x, rapidity, and transverse momentum relative to the jet axis. 

A preliminary attempt to measure these distributions was reported previously, 13) 

but these measurements, although correct as stated, suffered from a bias intro- 

duced in,order to obtain a good determination of the jet axis. The measurements 

presented here are better representations of the "true" inclusive distributions, 

and the'biases which may be introduced by the method of'determining them are 

studied. 

For each hadronic event with three or more detected charged particles we 

construct an observed jet axis as described in Section IV. The components of 

each particle momentum parallel to (pi!) and perpendicular to (p,) the jet axis 
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are then calculated, as shown in Fig. 6. 

We can then produce observed inclu- 

sive distributions in PII, pL, and Jet Axis 

-3 
rapidity. The problem then is to cor- 

rect these distributions for geometric 

acceptance, trigger bias, data analysis -h 
cuts, and incorrect determination of the 

jet axis. Studies were made using the 

jet model MonteCarlosimulationdescribed 

in Section IV in which we knew the true 

e+ e- 

jet axis for every event. It was found 

that the observed distributions in pllfor I 
I 

all events were similar enough to the 
I 

I mu.11 
produced distributions that they couldbe Figure 6. Illustrationof ahadronic 
corrected to give the true distributions. event from e+e- annihilation showing 

The reason for this was that in cases the jet axis and the components of 
the momentum $ of a particleparallel 

where the true jet direction wasverydif- to (pi,) and perpendicular to (p,> 

ferent from the observed jet axis thk the jet axis. 

detected particles had relatively low momenta and were nearly isotropic. The 

rapidity and p, distributions, however, were more sensitive to the correct deter- 

mination of the jet axis and could not be reasonably corrected for all events. 

The method used for these distributions will be described later. 

Since the inclusive quantity s do/dx, which was shown in Fig. 4, nearly 

scales, we are led to examine the inclusive distributions for s da/dxlI,where x11, 

or Feynman x, is defined by 

XII = 2PII/Ec m ' . . 

In quark-parton models XII is the fraction of parton momentum carried by the 

hadron in the direction of the parton. The distributions s da/dxll, corrected for 

acceptance, trigger bias, data analysis cuts, incorrect jet axis determination, 

and initial-state radiation are shown in Fig. 7 for the Ec m values considered . . 
in Section III. 

If we compare the distributions in s da/dxll with those in s da/dx, we see 

that as E c m increases the two distributions become more alike because pL is a . . 
decreasing fraction of p. At-the lower energies the two distributions have quite 

different shapes, When e+e- inclusive momentum distributions are compared, for 

example, with leptoproduction, they should be compared in terms of the variable 

XII * Except for the EC m = 3.0 GeV data, the s da/dx,l distributions scale for . . 
0.1~ XII< 0.S to within 10% which is at the level of our normalization and system- 

atic uncertainties. For EC m ~4.8 GeV scaling in s da/dx,l appears to work . . 
better than scaling.in s da/dx. 
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In order to measure the inclusive 

distributions in p I and rapidityweneed 

to require that a fairly high momentum 

particle be detected in order tobeable 

to find an observed jet axis which is 

- close enough to the true jet direction 

that wz can use the jet model Monte 

Carlo simulation to calculate correc- 

tions. However, requiring that a high 

momentum particic be detected biases the 

inclusive distributions. A methodwhich 

can be used to remove the bias is the 

following: 

1. Find the observed jet axis in the 

usual way. 

2. 

3. 

Divide the event into two jets 

with a plane through the interac- 

tion vertex and perpendicular to 

the jet axis. 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8, I.0 

XII =2% /EC m . . ,lY.. 

If the highest-momentum particle 

on one side of the plane (xmx) 

has x greater than some minimum 

value, orient the jet axis to have 

Fig. 7. Single particle inclusive XII 
distributions s do/dxll vs. XII for 
variousEc m.~~~=2p~~/Ec.m,,wherep~~is . . 
the component of particle momentum 
parallel to the jet direction. 

a direction within 90' of this highest- 

. 7.0 < EC.,,. < 7.8 GeV 

3 < Em. < 7.0 GeV 

x 5.6~ EC.*. ~6.3 GeV 

o Em. = 4.8 GeV 

A Ln. =3.0 GeV 

momentum particle and measure the inclusive distributions in xll,pL, and 

rapidity for all the particles on the other side of the plane. 

4. Repeat this procedure for the other side of the plane. This means that an 

event may be counted twice in the inclusive distributions, but no particle 

is counted more than once. The inclusive distributions are normalized to 

the total number of jets contributing. 

Corrections are calculated by applying this procedure to both the produced 

and detected events in the jet model Monte Carlo simulation. For the produced 

events we know the true jet direction, so we can calculate corrections for 

finding the wrong jet axis in the detected events. The corrections, of course, 

are somewhat model dependent. We have some confidence in this correction proce- 

dure, however, because the jet model distributions agree rather well with the 

data. d 
As a test of the effectiveness of this method for removing biases due to 

requiring a high momentum particle, we apply it to the xtI distributions which we 

have already measured for all events. We used the highest energy data sample, 

7.0 <EC m < 7.8 GeV, because it has the best statistics (and also because it . . 
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should have the best-de- 

fined jet structure). In 

Fig. 8 are shownthedis- 

tributions (l/o>da/dx,, 

versus XII for various 

cuts o,n Xmax (whichisat 

positive XII and is not 

plotted) for 7.0~ Ec m . . 
-c 7.8GeV. o is the cross 

section for jets with 

X max withinthespecified 

range and the distribu- 

tions (l/o)do/dx,, are 

thus distributions of 

particle density in X/J. 

The distributions are 

corrected for acceptance, 

trigger bias, data anal- 

ysis cuts, incorrect jet 

axis determination, and 
initial-state radiation 

using the jet model Mon- 

te Carlo simulation and 

are therefore our best 

estimates of the true 

-distributions. We see 

100 
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Fig. 8. Particle density distributions (l/o>do/dx,l VS. 

x,lforvariousx,,xcuts for 7.O<Ec.m.< 7.8 Gev. Xmax 
is thehighest-xparticleon one side of the event and 
isnotplotted. The jet direction is oriented SO that 
xmaxisatpositivex,l. The distributions are normal- 
ized tothecrosssections for jets with xmax within the 
specified range. 

that these distributions are nearly independent of the x max cut and agree with 

the distribution for all events for negative XII. Only for xmax>0.7 do we see a 

significant effect in the XII distribution on the opposite side: requiring a 

particle with xmax 20.7 reduces the multiplicity for small ]xll[ and increases the 

multiplicity for large Ix,~\. On the same side as the xmax particle we do see a 

correlation: the multiplicity decreases as xmax increases. We conclude that this 

method produces a relatively bias-free XII distribution for negative XII; the XII 

distribution opposite a jet with xmax > 0.3 looks like the xII distribution for all 

events.‘ We choose to use xmax >0.3 for our analysis because the statistics are 

best. . Of those observed jets with xmax>0.3, only 4.7% have ~~~'0.7, SO the 

difference in distributions for xmax>0.7 has little effect. In fact, we have 

made a physical observation: we have shown that the xlldistribution in one jet is 

independent of the x max cut in the other jet. There is no particular reason why 

this has to be so. In Fig. 9 we show the (l/a)da/xll distributions produced by 
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the jet model MonteCarlo 

calculation. The Monte 

Carlo shows a dependence 

of the negative xl1 dis- 

tribution on the xmaxcut 

usedontheopposite side. 

For th: Monte Carlo the 

multiplicity for smalllxlll 

decreases and that for 

large 1x111 increases as 

X increases. max The xl1 

distribution opposite a 

jet with xmax>0.3 is 

significantly different 

from thedistributionfor 

all events. 

The corrected (l/a) 

da/dx,l distributions for 

X >0.3 for various max 
E values are shown 

iz*Tig. 10. (l/cr)dcr/dx,, 

distributions for all 
. events at the same ener- 

gies are showninFig. 11. 

Here o is the event cross 

b,= 
I ‘0-P 

-lb 

loo7 
1 

x 
IO 

Xmax > 0.3 

O Xmax > 0.7 

+ x A* 
x A' 

a’ 

0.01 ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ 

“0 
A 
x 
+ 

0 

-1.0 - 0.8 - 0.6 -0.4 - 0.2 0 0.2 0.4 

4 - 7s ‘iI= 2pll/Ec.m. ,174.. 

Fig. 9. Particle density distributions ('/o)do/dxll vs. 
xi, for various Xmax cuts for jet model Monte Carlo at 
E c.m. = 7.276 GeV. 

section. The distributions in Fig. 10 for negative XII 

agree quite well with those in Fig. 11 for all XII considered to be positive if 

thoseinFig. llare divided by two (because the distributions in Fig. 11 are for 

both jets). We see that the method works well for all energies; the XII distribu- 

tions opposite a jet with xmax >0.3 look like those for all events. To obtain 

(l/o)do/dx~~forallevents from(%)do/dx,Iforparticles oppositeajetwithxmax>0.3, assume 

thatthedistribution forpositive x,~is the reflectionof that fornegativex~Iaboutx~~=O. 

Then, since the distribution is symmetric about xil=O, it can be folded over at 

xl,=0 so all particles are at positive x11. One observation that can be made 

about the distributions (l/a)do/dx,, for various energies is that they scale 

rather well for all energies, including 3.0 GeV, for x11,0.2. That (l/a)da/dx,, 

scales for E > 4.8 GeV is not surprising since s dcr/dxl( scales andRis approxi- w c.m.- 
mately constant. However, R at 3.0 GeV is a factor of two .smaller than R at the 

higher energies. Evidently, normalizing the inclusive distributions in'xll to the 

total cross section rather than the luminosity makes up for this difference. 

Inclusive distributions in rapidity and pI relative to the jet direction can 
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then be measured using 

the method just de- 

scribed. The rapidity y 

is defined by 

Y =$ln- 
-h ( ). 

E+p" ,(lO) 
E-P II 

where E is the energy 

‘““] 
IO 

1 

x 5.6 < Ec.m. < 6.3 6eV 

0 Ec,m.= 4.8 GeV 

A Ec.m.=3.0 GeV s: a:A a0 
of the particle assu- 815" 
ming a pion mass andpI, 

is the component of g< 
I 

particle momentum par- -lb ’ f 

allel to the jet axis. d4 
0 

In Fig. 12 are shown 

the corrected particle 

density distributions 

(l/o)doldy versus y for 

various x cuts for 
TMX 

7.0 <E < 7.8 GeV. c-m. 0.01 I I I I I I I I I 

d 
0 
A 

-- 

As was the case for -1.0 - 0.8 - 0.6 - 0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 

(l/a)du/dx,l fornegative ,-,, ’ II = 2PII/Ec.m. nns, 

xll,we see thatthedis- Fig. 10. Particle density distributions (l/o)do/dxll 

tributions for negative vs. XII for Xmax >0.3 for various EC.,= Xmax is at 
positive xl, and is not plotted. The distributionsare 

y are nearly indepen- normalized to the cross sections forjetswithxmax>0.3. 

dent of the xmax cut. 

For Xmax >0.7 there is a decrease in particle density for y between -1.5 and 0. 

For positive y, of course, we see a decrease in multiplicity as the xmax cut 

increases, as was shown previously for the xi, distributions. We then used the 

cut x 
ITlaX 

'>0.3 to produce corrected distributions in rapidity density at theother 

energies, as shown in Fig. 13. The distributions for negative y are our best 

estimates of the true rapidity distributions; those for positive y are distorted 

by the x cut. max The real distributions of particles in rapidity relative to the 

jet direction would look like Fig. 13 with the distributions for positive y given 

by a reflection of those for negative y about y=O. The distributions ('/o>do/dy 

increase in width as E increases. The distributions for the three highest c.m. 
energy ranges are quite similar in shape and appear to level off to a kind of 

plateau for y between -1.0 and 0. The value of (l/u)du/dy at the plateauisabout 

1.45 and is somewhat energy-dependent. A dip in (l/u)du/dy for y between -0.2 

and 0 may be due to systematic errors in our data analysis. Because of tracking 

problems, we do not use particles with transverse momentum relative to the beam 

direction less than 150 MeV/c and must rely on the Monte Carlo simulation to 
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correct for this cut. 

Distributions in p, relative to the 

jet direction are of some interest be- 

cause they are the basis of the defini- 

tion of jet structure. Jets occur 

because pA is limited as E increases. c.m. 
Figure 14 shows the corrected distribu- 

tions (1/u)du/dpL2versus p,'for particles 

opposite (negative xl,) jets with vari- 

ous x max cuts for 7.0<Ec m ~7.8 GeV. . . 
The distributions are independent of the 

X 
ItlaX 

cut, except for x >0.7 which 
max 

shows a decrease in particle density for 

p12<0.6(GeV/c)2. The corrected distribu- 

tions (1/u)du/dpL2versus pi2 for the 

various E c m values measured for parti- . . 
cles opposite jets with xmax>0.3 are 

presented in Fig. 15. The pL2 distribu- 

tions are very similar in shape for 

E >4.8 GeV. The area under each 
c.m.- 

curve increases as E increases be- c-m. 
cause of the increasing multiplicity. 

For EC m =3.0GeVthep 2 . . 1 
distribution falls off 

slightly faster as pi2 

increases andthereareno 

particles with p12>0.6 

(GeV/c>2. For events, 

thesedistributions should 

Fig. 12. Particledensity 
distributions (l/o)do/dy 
vs. y for various xmax 
cuts for 7.0<E,,>7.8 GeV. 
xmax is the highest-x 
particle on one side of 
theeventandisnotplot- 
ted. The jet directionis 
oriented so that xmax is 
at positivey. Thedistri- 
butionsarenormalized to 
the cross sections for 
jets with x,,,withinthe 
specified range. 
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I da -- 
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o E,-.,,. = 4.8 GeV 
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Fig. 11. Particledensitydistributions 
(%>du/dxl, vs. XII for allevents forvar- 
iousEc.m.. Thedistributionsarenormal- 
izedtothetotalcross sectionsformul- 
tihadronic events. 
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be multipliedbytwo since 

they represent only one 

of the two jets. 

The distributions 

shown in Fig. 15havebeen 

correctedusingtheMonte 

Carlo jeTmode to calcu- 

late lossesduetoaccept- 

ante, trigger bias, and 

data analysis cuts and to 

calculate corrections due 

to finding the jet axis 

incorrectly. In order to 

showhowthese corrections 

might affect the pL2 dis- 

tributions we present in 

Fig. 16the uncorrected 

observed distributions 

(l/Nev)dN/dp12 for parti- 

cles opposite jets with 

X >0.3, where N is the max ev 
number of observed jets 

with x max>0.3anddN/dp 2 1 

IO 

A Ecem.= 3.0 GeV -~ 
I 

I du -- 
u dY 

7~ Mass Assumed 
x 

- . ‘I 

0.00 I I I I I I I I I 

-4 -2 0 2 

.-a _ y RELATIVE TO JET AXIS 111.110 

Fig. 13. Particle density distributions (l/o)do/dy 
vs. y for xmax>0.3 for various Ec.m: yis the rapidi- 
ty of the particle relative to the jet direction as- 
suming a pion mass. Xmax is at positive y and is not 
plotted. The distributions are normalized to the 
cross sections for jets with xmax>O.3. 

is the number of particles observed per (GeV/c)2 in each pA2 bin. By comparing 

Figs. 15 and 16 one can see that the effect of the Monte Carlo corrections is to 

increase the particle density at high pL2 relative to that at low pA2. This is a 

reasonable efficiency correction because the detector acceptance makes it more 

difficult to detect both a jet and a particle at high p, to it. In any case, the 

Monte Carlo corrections do not change appreciably the similarity in shapes of the 

distributions for EC m- >4.8 GeV nor do they change the observation that the 
‘2 - slopes decrease as p, increases. 

Figure 17 shows the same distributions as in Fig. 15 plotted versus pLrather 

than pL2 . These distributions are used to calculate the average transverse mo- 

mentum relative to the jet direction <pl> for each of the EC m . Figure 18 shows . . 
<p 1 > opposite jets with xmax>0.3 versus EC m . . . The dependence of <pl> on EC m is . . 
simple evidence for jet structure since <pL> levels off as EC m increases. The 

. a 
value of <pi> for 7.0<Ec m ~7.8 GeV is 364t2 MeV/c where the error isstatistical . . 
only. To estimate the systematic error we calculated <pl> for various xmax cuts 

for 7.0<Ec m ~7.8 GeV (see Fig. 14 for p 2 distributions for these xmax cuts). . . 1 
The range of <pl> for different xrnax cuts was within -t-IO MeV/c of <pL>forxmx>0.3, 
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Fig. 14. (l/o)da/dp?-vs. p? for 
particlesoppositejetswithvar- 
ious xmaxcutsfor7.O<Ec.m.<7.8 
GeV. pL is the componentofparti- 
clemomentumperpendiculartothe 
jet direction. Thedistributions 
are normalized to the cross 

.sections for jets with xmax .- 
withindhe specified range. 

Fig. 15. (1/o)da/dp,2vs. pL2 for 
particles opposite (negativexll) 
jetswithxmax>0.3 for various 
Ec.m.. p, is the component of 
particle momentum perpendicular 
to the ,jet direction. The dis- 
tributions are normalized to 
the cross sections for jets 
with xmax>0.3. The solid lines 
represent the fits, discussed 
in the text, to the distribu- 
tions for Ecern. = 3.0 GeV and 
7.0<Ec m ~7.8 GeV. . . 

A 0.3< Xmox<0.5 
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x Xmox bO.3 
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-I b 
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Fig. 16. Observed (l/Nev)dN/dQ2 forpar- 
titles opposite jetswithxm,>0.3in events 
with 3 or more charged particles. Nev 
is the number of observed jets with 
Xmax>0.3.and dN/dp12is the number of 
particles observed per (GeV/c)* in 
each p12bin. 

0. I 

Fig. 17. (l/a)do/dpl vs. pI for parti- 
cles opposite jets with xmax>O.3 for 
various EC-m.. pI is the component of 
particle momentum perpendicular to the 
jet direction. The distributions are 
normalized to the cross sections for 
jets with xmax>0.3. 
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so we estimate the systematic error for 

~p~>to be +lO MeV/c. 

The distributions (l/u)du/dp 2 1 
versus p1-2, 'shown in Fig. 15, do not fit 

single exponentials in p 2, 1 except for 

E =3.0 GeV. c.m. -c, The parameters for such 

attempted fits are listed in Table I. 

The x2/(degree of freedom) are very 

large for EC m2 4.8 GeV. Thatasingle . . 
exponential in p12 is a poor fit for 

these energies is obvious from Fig. 15 

since the slopes vary with p 2. For I 
z c ,L 4.8 GeV the pL2 distributions fit . . 

0.40 [ , I I I I I 
I- I 

xi 
3 
$ 0.35 

A 
c-2 
V 

0.30 i t 
+ 

+-+- 
- I- 

. . 
01’ I I I I I 

3 4 5 6 7 8 
E c.m. (CM 3,14AIJ 

Fig. 18. Average transverse momentum 
relative to the jet direction <p,> for 
particles opposite jets with xmax>0.3 
VS. Ec.m. 

reasonably well to a sum of two exponen- 

tials in p12 : (l/o)do/dp 2=cle -blpL2 

+c .-b2Pl 
I 

2 ; the parameters for such fits are given in Table II. Only statistical 

errors were used to determine x2. The distributions given by the single exponen- 

tial fit for E c.m. 
=3.0 GeV and by the sum-of-two-exponentials fit for 7.O<E c.m. 

<7.8GeVarerepresentedbythesolidlinesinFig. 15. Thecoefficientsof pA2 ,blandb2, 

areplottedversusE c.m. inFigs. 19aand 19b. Thelargercoefficientblis consistent 

withabout 10 (GeV/cr2 forthethreehighestenergyranges; itisalittlelargeratEcm . 
=4.8GeVand alittle smaller atE c.m. =3.0GeV. 'The smaller coefficientb2is consistent 

. - 
with about 4 (GeV/c)-2 for all energies EC m > 4.8 GeV. We have shown quantita- . .- 
tively that the shapes of the pL2 distributions are quite similar for EC m 2 4.8 . . 
GeV. 

In Fig. 20 we compare the p 2 distribution for 7.0<Ec m ~7.8 GeV with that 1 . . 
for the jet model Monte Carlo. We see that for p12>0.6 (GeV/c)2 the Monte Carlo 

distribution is lower than the data. <pl> for the Monte Carlo distribution is 

343 MeV/c, about 20 MeV/c lower than for the data. We also note that the Xonte 

I 

4.8 12.03kO.24 6.96kO.14 

5.6-6.3 14.18kO.17 6.6410.07 

6.3-7.0 14.99kO.21 6.4OrtO.08 

7.0-7.8 16.03kO.14 6.43kO.05 

19 

X2 degrees 
of 

freedom 

TABLE I 
1 do Fits to - - 
is 4a2 

= c e -bpl for particles opposite jets with xmax>0.3 

for various EC m for pL2>0.01 (GeV/c)2. . . 

10.40 11 

92.19 13 

240.25 21 

182.23 20 

472.34 23 



TAZLE II 
Fits to 1 - = da -blp 

0 dp12 
cle L* + c2e-b2Pl for particles opposite jets with 

X >O.3 for various E max c.m. for pL2>0.01 (GeV/c)z. 

Ec.m. 
(GeV) 
3.0 

4.8 

5.6-6.3 

6.3-7.0 

7.0-7.8 

11.08 
AO.45 

9.37 
kO.86 

.12.15 
20.69 

11.53 
21.01 

13.97 
kO.49 

[Geijc)-2] 

8.95 
20.42 

13.18 
t1.56 

10.41 
$0.68 

11.07 
k1.08 

10.23 
kO.44 

[(Ge:;c)-‘] tGei?c)-21 

-- 
I-- 

-- 

4.93 
20.98 

4.13 
+0;80 

5.87 
51.17 

4.62 

4.43 4.86 
kO.36 

3.93 23.75 
kO.27 

4.25 36.79 
50.30 

3.77 29.86 
kO.56 I to.17 I I 

X2 

10.40 

degrees 
f&dom 

il 

11 

19 

18 
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Carlo distribution is not a single expo- 

nential in pL2. What is the reason for 

the excess of high p, particles? After 

testing several hypotheses, we finally 

found an answer. In Figs. 21a and 21b 

are shown the K'fi invariant mass distri- 

'butions for 7.0<Ecin ~7.8 GeV for both . . 
particles with ~~~0.8 GeV/c and for one 

or both particles with p,~ 0.8 GkV/c. 

For the first case we see no signal, but 

for the second case we see a peak near 

the Do mass of 1863 M~V/C~.~) (The only 

other way that has been found to isolate 

a Do signal in the high-energy data is to 

require the Kx momentum to be greater 

than 1.5 GeV/c.15)) We thereforehavecon- 

elusive evidence that some of the high p, 

particles are the result of Do production 
--I- and decay into K 71 . Other D decayshave 

been studied by Monte Carlo, butofthese 

the decay of a heavy particle into two 

charged particles is the primary source 

of particles with pL>0.8 GeV/c. In fact, 

0 ’ I I I I 

s- 
‘- 

s 
6- 

s 4- t 
Lxd +-t-e-= 

2 2- 
(b) 

0 ’ I I I I 

3 4 5 6 7 8 

,--I* E c.m. (GeV) 1374B16 

, Fig. 19. Coefficients of pL2, (a) bl 
and (b) b2, for fits of the form 
(%>dcr/dp 2= cle-blP12-t-c2e-b2P12 
for particles opposite jets with 
Xmax>0.3 VS. Et-m.. 

it is possible to produce a quite ade- 

quate representation of the observed p, il distribution by adding to the jet model 

Monte Carlo a contribution from DokDo*~+n-, where D""+Doyor DOIT' and Do decays 
-+ only to K 7~ , as shown in Fig. 22. One should note that aii high p, particles do 

not necessarily come from charmed partic.e decays, and we cannot show that the 

second exponential in p12 is completely due to charm. Some high p, particles can 
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result from two-jet production, and 

the jet model p 2 distributionisnota 1 
single exponential in pL2. 

We have measured the dependence 

of the p, distributionson xil,or 

Feynman-x, for 7.O<Ec m ~7.8 GeV. . . 
Figure 23 shows the corrected distri- 

butions (l/u)do/dp12versus p 2 for 1 
several xl1 ranges -for particles oppo- 

site jets with xmax>0.3. The distri- 

butions are normalized to the cross 

section for jets with xmax>0.3. From 

these distributions we see that par- 

ticles with XII between 0.1 and 0.3 

are the major contributors to the 

high p 2 region. 1 Particles with XII 

less than 0.1 and between 0.3 and 0.5 

contribute about equally to the high 

P12 region. We were able to calculate 

<p > for the XII ranges with XII less 1 
than 0.5; the pL distributions 

for XII greater than 0.5 are 

too poorly defined becauseof 

the limited statistics to 

allow a calculation of <pL>. 

In Fig. 24 we present <pl> 

versus XII for three xl1 ran- 

ges. <p >increases with in- 1 
creasing x11 in a manner quite 

like the "seagull" effect 

seeninleptoproduction. 16) 

Fig. 21. K*? invariant mass 
distributions fos 7.0<EcSm.<7.8 
GeVfor (a)bothparticleswith 
~~~0.8 GeV/c and (b) one or 
both particles with ~~~0.8 
GeV/c.'p, is the component of 
particlemomentumperpendicu- 
lar to the observed jet axis. 
No time-of-flight infomation 
was used; each combination 
was plotted twice - once for 
each mass assignment. 
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Fig. 20. Comparison of (l/a)da/dpL2vs. 
p,pfor particles opposite jets withxmax 
>0.3 for 7.O<Ec-m. 47.8. GeV with the jet 
model Monte Carlo distribution for all 
events at EC.,.= 7.276 GeV. 
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The p 2 1 
exponentials 

exponehtial. 

IO’ 

1-1, 

\ 

I I I I I 

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 I .6 

pf RELATIVE TO JET AXIS [(Gev/c)21 ,,,,,>, 

Fig. 22. Observed p 2 distribution for particles 
opposite jets with xkax >0.3 in events with 3 or more 
prongs for 7.0<Ec.m.<7.8 GeV. pL is the component of 
particle momentum perpendicular to the observed jet 
axis. The data is compared with the sum of the Monte 
Carlo predictions of the jet model and a charmed meson 
production model. The Monte Carlo distribution is nor- 
malized to the total number of particles in the data. 
The relative normalization of the two models was chosen 
by requiring that the number of high pL2 particles 
agree with the data. 

distributions for xll<O.land O.l<xll<0.3can be fitted to sums of two 

in pi2, and the distribution for 0.3<x11<0.5 requires only a single 

The parameters of the fits to (l/a)da/dp2= cle -hp12+ c e-b2p12 
1 2 

are listed in Table III. The minimum p 2 used in the fits was varied somewhat to 1 
obtain reasonable fits. The fitted distributions are represented by the solid 

lines in Fig. 23. The values of the coefficients of p 2 bl and b2, are plotted 
1 , 

versus XII inFigs.'25a and 25b. Since the single coefficient for 0.3<xl,< 0.5was 
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TABLE III 

Fits to 1 da _ - c e-blPi2+ c e-b2pi2 
CJ h2 1 2 for particles in various x11 

ranges opposite jets with x max >0.3 for 7.0<Ec m ~7.8 GeV. . . 

x11 range 

co.1 
py>O.O9(GeV/r~)~ 

0.1 - 0.3 
~,~>0.04(GeV/c)~ 

0.3 - 0.5. 
~~~>0.16(GeV/c)~ 

8.98 
+0.47 

3.09 
20.47 

10.37 
kO.72 

8.82 
k1.12 

3.79 
+0.41 

4.17 
+0.24 

degrees 
x2 of 

freedom _ -, 

t 

19.17 15 

21.44 17 

.1.24 3.88 
LO.09 LO.21 

in agreement with the smaller coeffi- 

cient for the other two x11 ranges, it 

was plotted in Fig. 25b. The largerco- 

efficients for xl1 <O.landO.l<x11<0.3 

are both consistent with 10 (GeV/c)-2, 

the same value that was found for the 

Pl 2 distribution integrated over XII. 

The smaller coefficients andthesingle 

coefficient for 0.3<x11<0.5 are consis- 

tent with 4 (GeV/c)-2, again in agree- 

ment with the smaller coefficient for 

the pL2 distribution integrated over 

XII * If we were to assume that the ex- 

ponential with the smaller slope is 

due to charmed particle production, 

then we would be forced to conclude 

that all particles with 0.3<x11<0.5 

are the result of charmed particle de- 

cay, which is unlikely. Unfortunately, 

we have been able to study only the 

decay D"+K-r+ which has a branching 

ratio of only (2.2?0.6)%.5)We are 

otherwise unable to separate thecharm 

production component in this analysis. 
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Fig. 23. ('/a)do/dp: vs. pA2for parti- 
cles in various XII ranges opposite jets 
with xmax>0.3 for 7.0<Ec,mSx7.8 GeV. 
The distributions are normalized to the 
cross section for jets with Xmax>O.3. 

We have looked for charge correlations between the leading particle in one 

jet and all other observed particles in events with three or more charged prongs. 

The data sample used was the highest energy range 7.0<Ec m ~7.8 GeV. We plotted . . 
XII distributions using the same method as was described in connection with Fig. 8, 

except that two distributions were produced - one for those particles with the 

same charge as xmax and another for those particles with the opposite charge to 
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the xmax particle. In Fig. 26 we present 

the observed ratio opp osite charge of these 
same charge 

two distributions in XII for two different 

X cuts: x >0.5 and x >0.7. x is 
lElX max max max 

at positive XII, and, of course, is not in- 

clude& For this distribution we haveused 

only events in which the total charge was0 

if an even number of particles wasobserved 

or +l if an odd number .was observed. In 

general, since the detector did not have 

complete acceptance, one or more particles 

were not detected, so we do not expect to 

conserve charge. We also plotted the 

charged particle multiplicity distribution 

for each xl1 bin so that we could calculate 

the statistical expectation for the charge 

ratio. For example, for an event with 3 

charged particles and total charge +l the 

probability that any 2 particles have oppo- 

site charge is 213 and the probability that 

any 2 particles have the same charge is l/3, 

so the ratio of opposite charge to same 

charge is expected to be 2. The expected 

ratio decreases as themultiplicityincreas- 

es. The statistical expectation versus XII 

is represented by the dashedlineinFig. 26. 

We see that for positive xl1 the ratio of 

opposite charge to same charge is much' 

larger than the statistical expectation. 

This means that there are same-side corre- 

lations: particles in the same jet as the 

xmax particle tend to have the opposite 

charge to the xmax particle. Suchaneffect 

can be caused by neutral resonances and is 

expected for various other models. For 

negative XII there is no evidenceforcharge 

correlations. For x max>0.7 the point at XII 

=-0.85 is high compared with the statisti- 

cal expectation, but the difference is not 

statistically significant. There were only 
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Fig. 24. Average transverse momen- 
tum relative to the jet direction 
<p,>vs. XII for particles opposite 
jets with xmax>0.3 for 7.0<Ec.m. 
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titles opposite jets with xmax>0.3 
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18 events contributing to this point. Of 

these 3 had the same charge as xmax and 

15 had the opposite charge, whereas we 

would have expected 6 and 12. The prob- 

ability of observing a charge ratio of 5 
i 

.- or more is about 10%. The statistical 4 

I 

expectation is generally a little larger 

than the measured charge ratio for nega- 

tive x11. In principle, when calculating 

the statistical expectation for negative 

~11 we should have taken into account the 

observed charge correlation at positive 

XII * This would have had the effect of 

lowering the statistical expectation 

slightly for negative XII. The effect 

wovld be small because the number of 

particles at positive XII is small for 

such large x max cuts (see Fig. 8). Some 

quark-parton models predict a charge cor- 

relation between leading particles in 

opposite jets due to their production 

from a quark-antiquark pair. Particlesat 

XII<-0.5 are certainly the leading parti- 

cles in the jet opposite the jet with 

X 
max’ ’ 

et we see no such effect. It may 

be that to see these leading-particle 

charge correlations, both particlesmust 

- 0.8 - 0.4 0 ’ 0.4 

a-n xiI = 2pII/Ec.m. >,,..z, 

Fig. 26. Observed radio of the number 
of particles with opposite charge to 
the Xmax particle to the number of 
particles with the same charge as 
xmax for (a) xmax>0.5 and (b) xmax 
>0.7 vs. XII for'7.O<Ec.m.<7.8 GeV. 
xmax is at positive x11. The statis- 
tical expectations, calculated from 
the charged particle multiplicity 
distributions for each XII bin, are 
represented by the dashed lines. 

have x very near 1; unfortunately, the,statistics of our data sample are not suf- 

ficient for such a measurement. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Studies of hadron production by e+e- annihilation have yielded very exciting 

results. The data discussed here were taken by the SLAC/LBL magnetic detector 

collaboration at SPEAR at center-of-mass energies between 2.6 and 7.8 GeV away 

from the resonance regions. The major results presented in this talk may be sum- 

marized as follows: 

1 t R, the ratio of the total hadronic cross section to the muonpairproduc- 

tion cross section, shows the following behavior, apart from the $1, +', 

and Q" peaks: below 3.5 GeV, R is approximately constant at a value of 

about 2.6; between 3.5 and 4.5 GeV, R shows a complex structure associ- 

atedwithcharmproduction; above 4.8 GeV, R is again approximately constant 
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4. Inclusive distributions in s du/dxll,where XII (Feynman x) = 2pll/Ec m . . 
and pll is the component of particle momentum parallel to the jet direc- 

tion, scale to within 10% for O.l<x11<0.8 for E >4.8 GeV. Inclusive c.m. - 
distributions in (l/o)do/dxll ,where o is the total hadronic cross sec- 

tion, scale rather well for ~112 0.2 for all energies. I 

5. The xi1 distribution for one jet is nearly independent of the magnitude 

of the momentum of the leading particle in the other jet. 

6. Distributions in rapidity with respect to the jet direction have been 

measured and show the development of a plateau for the three highest 

at a value of about 5.3'without subtracting heavy lepton production. 

2. The single particle inclusive distributions s do/dx roughly'scale for 

x>O.3 for the entire Ec,m range 3.0 to 7.8 GeV. - . . 
3. There is strong evidence for jet structure in hadronic events for Ec m . . 

~4.8 GeV. At 7.4 GeV the jet axis angular distribution was measured to . -. 
-be proportional to 1 + (0.97kO.14) cos28, consistent with that for a 

pairof spin-1/2particles. A jet model Monte Carlo simulation is able to 

reproduce the sphericity distributions and the single particle inclusive 

momentum and angular distributions for. events with three or more charged 

particles. 

energy regions measured, from 5.6 to 7.8 GeV. -- - .- 

Distributions in p 1 2 relative to the jet direction have been measured. 

.The average p, has been measured as a function of Ec m and levels‘off . . 
at a constant value for the three highest energy regions measured, 

giving direct evidence for jet structure. The distributions in p 2 can 1 
be fitted to the sum of two exponentials in p 2. A contribution from 1 
charmed meson production needs to be added to the jet model in order to 

account for all of the high p, particles observed. 

8. Distributions in p 1 2 as a funktion of XII have been measured for 7.0 

<E ~7.8 GeV. c.m. The average p I increases with increasing x11 for xl1<0;5. 

9. Evidence for same-side charge correlations has been found: particles in * 

the same jet as a large-x leading particle tend to have charge opposite 

to that of the leading particle. There is no evidence for opposite-side 

charge correlations. 

The data seem to be in general agreement with the predictionsofquark-parton 

constituent models. The production of charmed particles complicates the pictu.re 

somewhat. It should be quite interesting to see what happens at the next higher- 

energy storage rings PEP and PETRI. 
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